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ABSTRACT 
We consider time-dependent linear systems of the form x! = Ax + Bu, y = Cx 
with state x E IL!“, control (input) u E Iw”, and output y E IWP. The main results are 
local characterizations of observability and strong observability (or observability with 
unknowninputs)of(A,C)and(A, B,C).Th ese criteria are pointwise rank conditions 
on a certain matrix, which is explicitly built up from the first n - 2 derivatives of A 
and B and the first n - 1 derivatives of C. The results generalize well-known 
theorems for time-invariant systems. The proofs lead also to observers (with and 
without the input), and the main tool is a generalized product rule for the differentia- 
tion of a product of matrices, where only one factor and the product itself are known 
to be differentiable. 0 1998 Elsevier Science Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We consider linear systems of the form 
i = A(t)x + B(t)u, y = C(t)x (1) 
with state r E [w”, control (input) u E R”, and output y E (WP. We assume 
throughout that A(t), B(t), C(t) are real matrices of types n X n, n X m, 
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p X n, respectively, which are (elementwise) piecewise continuous on some 
given interval 2~ [w. By C{(Y) we denote the set of functions for which the 
jth derivative exists a.e. and is piecewise continuous on ,-J? As usual, we put 
C,(Y) = C:(S). Let us first define the central notions (see [4, 61): observ- 
ability, strong observability (also called observability with unknown inputs), 
and controllability. 
DEFINITION. 
(i> The pair (A(t), C(t)> is called (completely) observable (on .Y) if 
X = A(t)x, C(t)x(t> = 0 on some nondegenerate interval 3~9 always 
implies that x(t) = 0 on A 
(ii> the triple (A(t), B(t), C(t)) is called strongZy obseruabZe (on Y) if 
X = A(t)x + B(t)u, C(t)&) = 0 on some nondegenerate interval ICY 
for some control u with Bu E C,(Y) always implies that x(t) = 0 on &; and 
(iii) the pair (A(t), B(t)) is called ( completely) controllable (on Y) if 
(-AT(t), BT(t>) is observable. 
Note that observability of (A, C) is the same as strong observability of 
(A,B, C) with B(t) = 0. 
For time-invariant systems, i.e., if A, B, and C are constant matrices, 
there are well-known criteria for these notions (see e.g., [3, 4, 6, 71). But in 
the time-dependent case there are no direct characterizations via the matrix- 
valued functions A, B, C. For controllability (and observability) there exists a 
“global’ characterization via a fundamental matrix of X = A(t)x (see [4, 6, 
111). It is the purpose of this paper to present a local criterion for strong 
observability (and hence also for observability and controllability) for time- 
dependent systems directly in terms of the matrices A(t), B(t), C(t). Our 
condition is equivalent to the well-known criterion of R. E. Kalman [3] via his 
observability matrix for observability, and it is equivalent to the criterion of 
W. Kratz [6, Theorem 3.5.71 for strong observability if the system is time- 
invariant. Moreover, the proof of our characterization yields directly an 
observer-. 
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section we formulate our 
main results. In Section 3 we derive a generalized product rule- for the 
differentiation of a product of matrices, where only one factor and the 
product itself are known to be differentiable. The corresponding result is 
stated in Theorem 3, and it is the key for the proofs of the main results, 
which are given in Section 4. The paper concludes with some further 
remarks. 
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2. MAIN RESULTS 
First we characterize observability. We always assume n >, 2. 
THEOREM 1. Let there be given matrix-valued functions A : 9 
and c :9-+ RJ’xn on some interval .Yc Iw .such that 
A E C,Y’P2(Y), C E cyP’(3), 
and define matrices C, = C,(t), t ~2, recursively by 
c, := c, c,+l := 6, + CPA for or. = l,...,n - 1. 
Then the pair (A, C) is observable on Y if and only if 
rankQ(t) = n 
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(2) 
(3) 
(3) 
for t E Y except on a nowhere dense subset of 3, where the observabilitv 
matrix Q : 4 + R pn x n is defined by 
Q := [C;,...,C$ (5) 
Note that the smoothness assumptions (2) are just needed to ensure the 
existence of C,, . . . , C,, and Q. Moreover, observe that in the time-invariant 
case C, = CAP”- ‘. Hence, Q is the usual Kalman matrix in that case, and our 
result reduces to Kalman’s criterion. Next we give a characterization of strong 
observability. 
THEOREM 2. Let there be given matrix-valued functions A : 9 + Iw”“‘, 
B :4+ (Wnxm, and C : 9 + [w p ’ n on some interval 4 c R such that 
A E Cfn-3(9), B E c;n-a(Y), c E c;2”P”(9), (6) 
and define p x m matrices B,, = B,,(t), t EY, recursively by 
B w+l.IL := CB for O<p<n-1, 
B FL+ 1,o := C .+1R + I$” for l<p<n-1, (7) 
B cL+1.v := B p,v-1 + Q” for l<v<p<n+l. 
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Then the triple (A, B, C) is strongly observable on 9 if and only $ 
rank S(t) = rank S*(t) (8) 
for t E Y except on a nowhere dense subset of 3, where the matrix-valued 
fun&ions s :4..+ [WPnx[n+(n-Wl and s* :y-+ [W(pn+n)x[n+(n-l)ml are de_ 
fined by (in block form) 
s := [QJ], 
with 
T := 
0 0 
B 10 0 
B 20 B 21 
s* := ; ; 1 I 
. . . 0 
. . . 0 
. . . 0 
Bn-1,o Bn-1.1 *-* Ll,n-2 
(9) 
and I the n X n identity matrix, and where the matrices C,, Q are &fined as 
in Theorem 1 by the formulae (3) and (5). 
Note that Theorem 2 reduces to Theorem 1 if B(t) = 0 except that the 
smoothness assumptions (6) are stronger than (2). Presumably these condi- 
tions (6) can be replaced by the weaker assumptions (6’) as in Corollary 2 
below, but our method of proof does require the stronger assumptions. 
Because of this fact, but mainly because it is much simpler, we shall give a 
completely separate proof of Theorem 1 in Section 4. In the time-invariant 
case Theorem 2 reduces to [6, Theorem 3.5.71 or [7, Theorem 21. 
Our proofs will lead to the following observers (see also [l, 5, 8, 10, 121). 
Actually, these are of limited practical use because of the higher derivatives 
which occur. 
COROLLARY 1. Assume (2) of Theorem 1, and suppose that 
y = C(t)x on 9. Then y E Cp-l(Y), and 
r(t) = [QT(t)Q(t)]-l 2 C,T(t)y(“-l)(t) 
p=l 
i = A(t)%, 
(10) 
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for all t E 9 for which (4) of Theorem 1 holds, where we use the notation of 
Theorem 1. 
COROLLARY 2. Assume 
A E C,“-‘(9), B E c,;--ys), c E c:-‘(Y); (6’) 
suppose that It = A(t)x + B(t)u, y = C(t)x on 9 with Bu E C,(Y), y E 
C:-‘(Y); Zet K(t) E Rpnxp” such that Ker K(t) = Im T(t); and define 
Then H(t) is invertible, and 
x(t) = H-‘(t)qT(t)KT(t)K(t)$(t) 
with ij(t) = (y“(t),..., y(n-l)T(t))T (11) 
for all t ??4for which (8) of Theorem 2 holds, where we use the notation of 
Theorem 2. 
Throughout, Im and Ker denote the image and the kernel of the matrix 
under consideration. 
3. A GENERALIZED PRODUCT RULE 
First, we need some results on the rank of continuous matrix-valued 
functions. 
LEMMA 1. Assume that D : 9 --) Rk xl is piecewise continuous on the 
nondegenerate interval 9~ Ft. Then there exists a nondegenerate internal 
f c Y such that 
rank D( t ) is constant on 8. 
Proof. For every subdeterminant d(t) of D(t) we consider the bound- 
ary of the set of its zeros, i.e., 
-zd := a{t EY: d(t) = 0). 
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Then Z, is nowhere dense in J? Otherwise Zd would be dense on some 
interval [ra, or] ~9, 7O < TV. Hence, d(t) = 0 on [r,,, ~~1, since d E C,(4), 
and -2, n (TV, rr) = 0, contradicting the density of 2, in [ro, rr]. Because 
the finite union of nowhere dense sets is also nowhere dense, we can 
conclude that there exists a nondegenerate interval & with 
finite 
x=4\ u 3. 
d 
Clearly, the ranks of all submatrices, in particular of D(t) itself, are constant 
on 3 ??
The following statements are quite obvious consequences of this lemma 
and its proof. 
COROLLARY 3. Let D(t) be given as in Lemma 1. Then there exists a 
nondegenerate interval x c 9 such that the following hold: 
(i) the ranks of all submatrices of D(t) are constant on A 
(ii) there exist r E N, and invertible matrices U,(t), U,(t) such that 
r = rank D(t), D(t) = U,(t)D,U,(t), D, = on & 
with Z the r x r identity matrix, and such that, moreover, U,, ZJ, E Cj(g) $ 
D E C:(Y) for some j E N,; and 
(iii> there exists r < 1 such that 
r = rank D(t) < 1 on 8, 
provided that the set {t ~3: rank D(t) < 1) is not nowhere dense in 3 
For the proof of our main results in the next section we require the 
following lemma. 
LEMMA 2. Let there be given D : 9 + lRkx ’ such that the ranks of all 
submatrices of D(t) are constant on 3, and let D E Cj(.Y> for some j E N,, 
t, E Y, zO E Ker D(t,). Then there exists z : Y + R’ with 
2 E cj(s) , z(q)) = zo, and z(t) E Ker D(t) for all t ~3. 
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Proof Let r = rank D(t) on 3 If r = 1, then .zO = 0, and z(t) = 0 
satisfies the assertion. Now, suppose that r < 1. We may permute the 
columns of D(t) [which causes a corresponding permutation of the coordi- 
nates of z(t)] so that D(t) may be written in blocked form as 
D(t) = 
41(t) D,,(t) 
Dz1(t) I D&t) ’ 
where D,,(t) is an invertible r X r matrix for t EJ? Then 
z(t) E KerD(t) ifandonlyif zl(t) = -D,‘(t)D12(t)+(t), 
where z(t) = (z;(t), zi(t>jT with z,(t) E R’. Hence, 
ZOl = -D,‘(toPl2(to)~o, for z0 = ($1, 5qT; 
and 
z(t) = (z;(t), z,‘(t))’ 
with +(t) = zo2, q(t) := -D,‘(t)Dlz(t)zoz 
satisfies the assertions. ??
Now we turn our attention to the generalized product rule. Its simplest 
case is the content of the next lemma. In comparison with the usual product 
rule, the derivative of the factor which may not be differentiable is replaced 
by some existing but unkown quantity. 
LEMMA 3. Ld there be given D:4+ Rkx’ and u:Y-+ Iw’ such that 
D(t) and the product D(t)u(t) are piecewise continuously diflerentiable on 
3, i.e., E Cf(.Y). Then there exist a nondegenerate interval / ~3 and a 
function u : f -+ IL!’ such that, for all t EB, 
;[D(t)u(t)] = d(t)u(t) + D(t)v(t). (12) 
Proof. By our assumptions and by Corollary 3(n) we may choose % ~4 
such that D, Du E Cl(g) and such that there exist on & invertible matrix- 
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valued functions U,, U, E Cl(/) as in Corollary 3(ii). We put 
ii(t) := L$(t)u(t) = (q(t),;;(t))T 
with i;,(t) E R’ where r = rank D(t). Since U;‘(t) and D(t)&) = 
Ur(t)DrG(t) are in C’(g), it follows that D,&(t) = (GT(t),O)r E C’(x). 
Now, we define 
G(t) := ($(t),0)‘, v(t) := v;‘(t)[iT(t) - ri,(t)u(t)]. 
Then 
i?(t) = ;[ L+(t)] = L+(t) = qri,(t)u(t) + qUz(t)v(t) 
for t E&. 
Multiplying this last equation by U,(t) on the left and then adding Ij,(t)D,G(t) 
on both sides, we get 
Hence, (d/dt)[ D(t)u(t)] = &>dt> + HtMt) for all t E&. ??
COROLLARY 4. Under the assumptions of Lemma 3 there exists a function 
v : .Y + R’ such that (12) holds for t E 4 except on a nowhere dense subset 
of 9. 
Proof. Define G(t) := (d/dt)[D(t)u(t)] - b,(t>u(t) and v(t) := 
@(t)C(t> for t ~2, where D?(t) denotes the Moore-Penrose inverse of 
D(t). Then, by the well-known property of Moore-Penrose inverses (see e.g. 
[2]), (D(t)u(t) - C(t)1 = inf,ID(t)w - G(t)!. Hence, u(t) satisfies Equation 
(12) for all t ~4 for which there exists any solution v(t). By Lemma 3 every 
interval 3~9 contains a subinterval j such that (12) holds on 2 This 
yields our assertion. ??
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Note that no conditions are imposed on u itself, and we have proved no 
property of v except its existence, and that is all we need. 
Now, we consider the following more general situation: Let there be 
given matrix-valued functions D, : Y + Rkx’ with D, E C”- ‘“(4) for p = 
1 1..*, s E N, and some function u : 4 + R’ such that the recursively de- 
fined functions 
.fo(t) = 0, f,(t) := D,(t)u(t) + GjP_,(r) for /.L = l,...,s (13) 
exist and are continuous on Y. Then, if u E C”- l(Y), it follows from the 
usual product rule that 
for 0 < I_L 6 s, t ~3, where the matrices D,,, = D,,(t) are defined by the 
recursion 
D I*+1,0 := D p+l + q&o for lGp<s-1, (14) 
D p+l.lJ := D,,.pl + tipy for lGv<p<s-1. 
A simple calculation with binomial coefficients shows that this recursion 
possesses the explicit solution 
for O< v<pfs. (15) 
With this setting we can formulate the main result of this section. 
THEOREM 3 (Generalized product rule). Let there be given mutrix-val- 
ued functions D, : 9 + Rkx ’ with D, E C’-“(S) for p = l,...,s E N, 
and som junction u : .Y -+ R’ on a non&generate interval 9 c R such that 
the functions f, : 9 + Rk defined by the recursion (13) exist and are 
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continuous on 4 for p = 1,. . . , s. Then there exist a nondegenerate interval 
x CYand functions v, : f + R’ for 1 < v < s - 1 such that 
p-1 
f,(t) = D,o(t)u(t) + c D/.&v(t)%(t) (16) 
v=l 
holds for all t E&, 1 Q Z.L < s, where the matrices D,,(t) are defined by (15) 
(or (14)). 
Proof. We proceed by induction on s, i.e., the number of the equations 
(16). The assertion is trivial for s = 1, and it is the statement of Lemma 3 for 
s = 2. Hence, let s > 3. First we assume that D,(t) is of the special form 
Dl(t) = D, = ; ; 
[ 1 on 4 (17) 
with Z the r X r identity matrix. We put v,, := u, and we write all matrices 
and vectors in block form as follows: 
0, = 0, = [D;,D;]> 
with 
v,’ E R’, D;, Djy E RkX’, v,” E W’, D;, D/f" E Rkx(‘-r). 
The degenerate cases r = 0 and r = 1 are covered by the subsequent proof, 
where corresponding terms do not exist. 
6: = fi - D,u is continuous on 9 by _^ By (131, fi = D,u = VA and 
assumption. Hence VA E C’(Y). We detine 
.l 
6 = Go := 
00 
t I 2 , VO zjp = [q, ti;] 
with 
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Then DP E C”- ‘-%Y), and the corresponding matrices DPV can be defined 
by (14) or (15) for 0 < v < /_L < s - 1. With this notation we haved the 
following formulae: 
D;+r=D;+r+l$, D;+,+=DDf=O, O</-KS, D; = D;, (18) 
fil = D’ 
PLY p+l,Ytl' o<v<pu<s. (20) 
While (18) is clear by our notation, the formulae (19) and (20) folllow from 
(15), i.e., 
= D:+l,“+l because 
We want to apply the induction hypothesis for s - 1 to G and D,. Hence, we 
have to show that the functions J’, defined according to (13) exist and are 
continuous on Y for p = 0, . . . , s - 1. This follows from the identity 
which we prove by induction on p. By (13) and (18), 
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so that (21) holds_ for p = 0. Let 1 < P Q s - 1, and suppose that (21) h&h 
for I_L - 1 with f,_i E C’(Y). Then, by (13) (18) and (21) we have that 
which completes the induction. Now, we can apply the induction hypothesis, 
i.e., there exist a nondegenerate interval & CY and functions 6, : x -+ R1 
for 1 < v < s - 2 such that 
CL-1 
& = LJoii + c L5&, 1 Q /.L < s - 1. (22) 
V’= 1 
Next, we prove that the functions v,, defined by 
solve (16) on /. Of course, (16) holds always for p = 1. Hence, let 2 Q /A < s. 
Then the definition of the v, and the formulae (14) (18) (19), (20) (21) and 
(22) imply that 
p-1 p-2 
= D,iov; + 1 @_,,._,6,1_, + C ~5;_~,~ijf 
v=l v=o 
p-2 
= D; + ti;_,,,)v:, + c tip_l,vCv = &I; +fp+l =fu, ( 
v=o 
which yields the assertion (16). 
It remains to show that D,(t) can be assumed to be of the special form 
(17). By Corollary 3(n) there exist invertible matrices U,(t), U,(t) E C”-‘(y) 
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such that U,(t)D,(t)U,(t) is of that f orm on some nondegenerate interval 
B CA? Hence, it suffices to prove that Theorem 3 is invariant under transfor- 
mations where D,(t) is multiplied by an invertible matrix U E C ‘- ‘(P) from 
the left or right. 
Suppose first that the assumptions and assertions of Theorem 3 hold, and 
let there be given U : _f -+ Rkxk such that U E C’ - l(g) and such that U(t) 
is invertible for t E$ We define 
and 
cp = VP forO<p<s-1 with zjO =u. 
Then by our assumptions, 
Dr = UD, and D), E CSP”(y) for 1 < p <s. 
Hence, we may define_ DPV according to (14) or (15). Moreover, if f; is 
defined by (13), then f, exists and is continuous on x satisfying the identity 
for O<p<s. (23) 
This follows by induction on_ p. It holds trivially for CL = 0, and therefore we 
can assume that P > 1, fp_l E C’(g), and that (23) holds for p - 1. 
Hence, f,, is well defined bv (13), and our notation and the following simple 
cakulatio~ yield (23): ’ 
- _ 
f, = D,p +f;-' 
CL-1 cL-l 
= 4 i j=O .i u(j)Dp_ju + $ ;i2 (J=o (“J lju”%-l-j 
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Next, we show (16) for f;, 5. instead off,, Op. It follows from (16) and 
(23) that 
u=o 
because 
(24) 
holds for 0 G v < p g s. This formula is obtained from (151, the definition of 
tip, the binomial identities 
and via the subsitutions Q = i + q, CT = j - q-use also that 
(yq;) =o if Cr>p-@-I 
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Altogether we can_conclude that the assertions of Theorem 3 hold for V,, 
cl = UD,, L&, . . . , D, if they are true for uP, D,, . . . , D,, and vice versa, 
because the same procedure with U- ’ instead of U leads back to the original 
situation by the same calculation. Hence, we may multiply D,(t) on the left 
by an invertible factor U E C’-‘(p). 
Finally, suppose the assumptions and assertions of Theorem 3, and let 
there be given an invertible U: +F + R’xL with U E C”- ‘(8). We define 
and 
Then fiL = D,U-‘, tip E Cyep(g), and therefore the 6,” are well defined 
according to (15). Moreover, the .f, with (13) exist and are continuous on 2 
with 
f;. =f, for Q<j_6<s. (25) 
This is trivial for /.L = 0, and for /..L > 1 we have inductively that f;L = fiPii + 
fPpl = L&u +fG_l = f,. A gain the assertions of Theorem 3 hold for CP, C),, 
as is obtained from the calculations 
CL-1 FL-1 +-I 
f;. = f, = c Dg, = c c 
u=o v=O j=u 
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where we use (25), (16), (15), and the definitions of tip, G,, substitute 
i = q - v, and observe that 
j-qlqx) = (z)(;). 
Arguing in the same way as above, we may multiply D,(t) by an invertible 
factor U, = I,-’ E C’-‘(ki) on the right. This completes the proof of 
Theorem 3. ??
Note that the columns u, f,, q, may be replaced by matrices in Iw”j for 
some j E lV by applying Theorem 3 columnwise. Moreover, the assertion of 
Theorem 3 holds for all t E S\Z?’ with a nowhere dense set 8 ~3 (as in 
Corollary 4). 
4. PROOF OF THE MAIN RESULTS AND COMMENTS 
We start with the 
Proof of Theorem 1 and Corollary 1. Assume that rank Q(t) = n for 
t E.Y except on a nowhere dense exceptional set 8 ~9, and let l;(t) = 
A(t)&), y(t) = C(t>x(t> on a nondegenerate interval 3 CA Then, by (2) 
and (3), 
with z/p) = c,+i x: on/ for Ogp<<. 
Hence, by (5), Q(t)x(t) = G(t) := ( yT(t>, . . . , t~(‘-l)~(t))~ on 8, so that 
x(t) = [Q'WQWI -lQTW C(t) for t E%\f!iF, 
which is the assertion (10) of Corollary 1, and which implies that (A, C) is 
observable on J’, since B is nowhere dense. 
Now suppose that the exceptional set 8, where (4) is false, is not nowhere 
dense. Then, by Corollary 3(iii), there eixsts a nondegenerate interval & CY 
such that rank Q(t) < n for all t E$ By the assumption (2) and Corollary 3 
we may choose % such that A E Cn-‘(y), C E C”- ‘(8) and such that the 
ranks of all submatrices of Q(t) are constant on p, in particular, rk = 
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rank Qk(t) for 1 =S k < n, where 
Qk = [Cl’,...,C:]“; thus Q=Q,, 
Next, we show that (without assuming r,, < n) 
o 6 rk+2 - rk+l G rk+l - rk for l<k<n-2. (26) 
To do this, let qS(t) denote the sth row of Q for 1 < s < pn. Then, by the 
definitions of Q,, and C,, 
We consider an arbitrary row qS of Qk+ , , which is no row of Qk, i.e., 
kp < s < (k + 1)~. We prove that if ys is a linear combination of rows of 
Qk> then qs+ is a linear combination of rows of Qk+ , which yields (26). 
Hence, let r = rk, and 
with 1 < i, < ... < i, < kp, where the rows qiJt) are linearly independent. 
Since all ranks of submatrices of Q(t) are constant on f and Qn_ ,(t) E 
C’(g), we can conclue that a:(t) E C’(f) for all V. It follows that 
4 7 + ,’ = (is + 9sA = C [ ‘fyi, + a:( i,, + gi,~)] 
Hence, qs+ p is a linear combination of rows of Qk + r. 
Since r,, < n by assumption, there exists 1 < k < n such that 
r1 < r2 < ... < rl; = rkfl. 
Hence, by (261, rk = T~+~ = a*. = r,, = r < n. Fix any T” EB, xg E 
Ker Q(rO) = Ker Qk(7”), x,, # 0, and let 9,,, . . . , yi, be linearly independent 
rows of Qk as above. We consider the initial value problem 
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ad define f,(t) := qiV(t)x(t) for t E&. Then 
Qk(t)r(t) = 0 ifandonlyif fV(t) = 0 
Moreover, fy(rO) = 0, fV E Cl(&) with 
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for V= l,...,r. 
ACtI = [ 4iJt) + 4ilt) A(t)] ‘Ct> = 4i,+p(t)x(t) 
= ( L a~(i)~iJtl)x(t) = iI aCc”(t>fp(t> 
jL=l p=l 
for v= l,..., r, t ~2, with coefficients a;L E C(g). Hence, fV = 0 on % 
for v= I..., T, so that Qk x = 0; in particular, y = Cx = 0 on 3 There- 
fore ( A, C) is not observable on Y, which completes the proof. ??
Proof of Theorem 2 and Corullay 2. First suppose that (8) holds for 
t E._F\Z with some exceptional set S? CX Then we have (with the notation 
of Theorems I, 2, and Corollary 2) that 
H(t) is invertible for all t EY\~. (27) 
Otherwise, there would exist x z 0 with KQx = 0 (we omit the argument), 
so that QX E Ker K = Im T, i.e., QX = Tu = 0 for some vector U. Hence, 
z= 
( 1 
’ E KerS but e KerS*, u 
which contradicts (8). Note that our assumption (6’) guarantees that the 
occurring matrices are well defined. Let X = A(t)&) + B(t)u(t), y(t) = 
C(t>x(t> on a nondegenerate interval &cY with Bu E C,$(/), y E 
C,“-‘(g). Then our assumptions and notation imply that, on x, 
yCP) = c,+ix +f P for O<p<n-1, (28) 
where the f, satisfy (13), i.e., f0 = 0, f, = D,u + fp_ 1 for 1 < /.L < R, with 
Dp := C, B E Cn-@(y). Now, Theorem 3 implies that there exist u, : & + 
R”, such that 
p-1 
f,(t) = q&)4t) + c q&)o&) (29) 
v=l 
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for 1 < v < n - 1, t E/\Z1, where Z?‘?I is nowhere dense. Note that the 
definitions (7) and (14) of the B,, and DpV coincide here. If we define 4 as 
in Corollary 2, and if we put G = (06,. . . , c,‘_,)’ with ojo = U, then (28) and 
(29) imply that 4 = Qx + 2%. Hence, KG = KQx, such that 
H(t)x(t) = QT(W+) K(t) W for all t E/\kF, . 
and by continuity it holds for all t EX, because 8, is nowhere dense. This 
last formula together with (27) yields the assertion (11) of Corollary 2, and for 
y = 0 on y we get that (A, H, C) is strongly observable on S, if the 
exceptional 8’ from the beginning is nowhere dense. 
Now suppose that the exceptional set 8, where (8) is false, is not nowhere 
dense. Then, by Corollary S(iii), there exists a nondegenerate interval / C,P 
with rank S(t) < rank S*(t) for all t E$ By the assumption (6), S* E 
C:-‘(Y), and according to Corollary 3 we may choose YCY such that, 
moreover, S* E C”-’ (p) and the ranks of all submatrices of S* are constant 
on ~5 Then for a fixed 7” E/ there exists 
“” = ( xOT, uy, . . . ,uz?,)’ E KerS(TO) with z. @ KerS*(7,)), 
i.e., x0 z 0. From Lemma 2 we can conclude that there exists a “path” z(t) 
which satisfies 
z(t) = (xT(t),uT(t),...,uff_,(t)) E c”-‘(f) 
with (30) 
z(70) = zo, X(To) = x0 f 0, z(t) E KerS(t) forall t Ef. 
Actually, this is the only place where we use the strong smoothness assump- 
tions (6) [instead of (6’)]. Next, we define functions u,,~, 1 < v < n - 1, 
1 < I_L < n - v, and x,, 1 < v < n, by the recursions 
UJN := UP’ l<p<n-1, 
(31a) 
U u+‘./.L :=%/t - %,y+J, l<v=gn-2, l<p<n-v-l, 
and 
x1 := x, X Y+ 1 = ‘v - A” - Bu,J, l<v<n-1. (3Ib) 
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It follows from (30) and (6’) [or (6)I that uVP E C”- “(8), x, E C”-‘(P), 
cP E c"-p(y), and BP" E Cnmccpl(&). Next, we prove by induction on v 
that the formulae 
Cpx, + c Bp_l,j_lu,,j = 0 on % h P> 
j=l 
hold for all 1 Q v G n, 1 Q p < n + 1 - Y. The formulae (1, /A) for 1 < p 
< n are equivalent with S(t)z(t) = 0 for t E/, which is true by (30). 
Hence, let 1 G v < n, 1 < p < n - V. Then we can conclude from (3), (7), 
(31), and the induction hpothesis for (v, /A) and (v, p + 1) that the following 
hold: 
IL-1 
C&L%+ 1 + C Bp--l,j-l"v+l,j 
j=l 
= c,(i, -k - %l) + c B, 
j=l 
- 
l,j-l('vj - uv,j+l) 
CL-l, 
- jFl (B,-l,j-1"vj + Bp-l,j-l"v,j+l) 
CL-1 CL-1 
- jF2 (Btwl - Bp-l.j-2)Uvj - jFl Bp-l,j_lu,,j+l 
p-1 
= -Cp+lxv - C Bp,j-luvj - Bp0uv1 - CBuv,.t 
j=2 
= 
-Cp+l% - 2 Bk,j-,Uvj = 0, 
.j= 1 
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and this shows that the formula (v + 1, pj holds. For p = 1 we obtain that 
Cx,=O onf for u= 1 ,...,n, (32) 
CX = 0 on / for the II X n-matrix-valued function 
i-z;;,,, . 
X(t) = 
. . , r,,(t)). Again, by Corollary 3, we may assume that the ranks of all 
submatrices of X(t) are constant on &and that r(t) = x,(t) # 0 for t EB 
[ since x [’ = X(7(,) # 01. 
If C(t) = 0 on &, then the triple (A, B, Cj is trivially not strongly 
observable. Hence, we may assume C(t) f 0 on $ It follows from (32) and 
the choice of % that there exist 1 < r < n and continuous functions a,(t) on 
% such that 
x rt 1 = i ck!“X, on /. (33) 
V= I 
Let PI,. . . , /3, be defined as the unique solution of the following initial value 
problem: 
8, = -q&, 8” = -&I - %P, for 2<u<r 
with (34) 
Pl(h,) = 17 &(t,,) = 0 for 2 < v< r, 
where t,, E& is fKed. Then we define 
ZJ=l Y= 1 
It follows that x’ E C’(g), Bti E Cc/j, and that 
CX = 0 on y by (32). 
Moreover, (33j, (34j, (35j, and (31) imply that 
(35) 
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and 
iyt,) = x1(t,) = x(to) # 0. 
Thus 2, i? satisfy on 2 
Therefore, by definition, the triple ( A, B, C> is not strongly observable on 2, 
which completes the proof. ??
REMARKS AND COMMENTS. 
(i) Note that the criterion (8) for strong observability of (A, B, C) de- 
pends only on the first n - 2 derivatives of A and B and the first n - 1 
derivatives of C, while the proof of Theorem 2 required the stronger 
smoothness assumptions (6). Moreover, by Corollary 2, one direction of 
Theorem 2 is shown under the weaker conditions (6’). As already mentioned, 
we expect that the other direction is also true under (6’). 
(ii) In [9, Paragraph 2.31 examples of linear systems (1) are constructed 
for every E > 0 with the following properties: 
(a) (A, B, C) is strongly observable on 4= [O, 11, 
(b) A, B, C E C”(9), and 
(c) the Lebesgue measure of the exceptional set in Theorem 2 [i.e., where (8) 
does not hold] is larger than 1 - E. 
The technique in [9] is quite similar to the construction of Cantor sets. 
(iii) On the other hand, it is clear [from the condition (S)] that the 
exceptional set in Theorem 2 is finite for a compact interval y, if the data 
A, B, C are not only in C”(y), but even piecewise holomorphic (in particular 
piecewise polynomial, which is certainly the case in many applications). 
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